Nā Wahine O Lāpauāw would like to invite you to:

**GATHER**

by Aloha Katāla

A Three-Part Journaling Experience

Katāla is the native Hawaiian writer and content creator behind Lāpauāw on Instagram and the author of two self-exploring guided journals, a children's book, and poetry collections. She is mother of 2 and lives with her husband and children on the island of Maui, Hawaii.

Sunday, January 30, 2022, Open at 4pm
Saturday, February 27, 2022, Open at 4pm
Saturday, March 27, 2022, Open at 4pm

 TICKETS AVAILABLE. Please be aware that tickets are non-refundable and not transferable to other dates. If you must cancel due to illness or other circumstances, please leave the space open for those who may need it.